Globalization has produced a mongrelized, hybrid, and heterogeneous reality that transcends national territory. For example, in today’s globalized world, corporate products are frequently globally sourced and produced. “A Pontiac Le Mans, ostensibly a General Motors product of American nationality, is in fact a globally composite product involving South Korean assembly; Japanese engines, transaxles and electronics; German design and style engineering; Taiwanese, Singaporean, and Japanese small components; British advertising and marketing; and Irish and Barbadian data processing.”1 Is this an American product or not? “Products appear to be made everywhere and also nowhere in particular, as shown on the following computer circuit label: ‘Made in one or more of the following countries: Korea, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Mauritius, Thailand, Indonesia, Mexico, Philippines. The exact country of origin is unknown.’”2

Even national governance has become more hybridized under the influence of the forces of globalization.3 The domestic autonomy of states must now contend
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3 See, e.g., Saskia Sassen, Losing Control? Sovereignty in an Age of Globalization 28 (1996) (“The state itself has been a key agent in the implementation of global processes, and it has emerged quite altered by this participation.”); Eric C. Ip, Globalization and the Future of the Law of the Sovereign State, 8 Int’l J. Const. L. 636, 638 (2010) (“[I]t is largely uncontroversial to suggest that globalization has exerted an immense impact on the sovereign state.”); see generally Thomas L. Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree (1999); Thomas L. Friedman, The World Is Flat (updated & expanded ed. 2006) (discussing the reach and rapid impact of globalization on states).
with exogenous pressures from international norms and forces, such as human rights laws, international trade and capital markets, international organizations, and other markers of the new international order. As the price of membership in the globalized world order, states are responsible for providing a growing list of public goods for their populations, such as security, health and education, and infrastructure, among others. A state’s failure to provide one or more of these public goods impacts the overall quality of life for its people and its level of economic development. In an intensely networked world, such failure can lead to public shaming at the international level, even if traditional state sovereignty protects governments from accountability.

Not surprisingly, states have become more willing to look for creative solutions for the delivery of public goods, even at the expense of conceding some aspects of domestic autonomy. A number of governments have turned to public-private partnerships for large projects, partnering with foreign contractors to complete infrastructure projects that were previously undertaken wholly by the public sector. In such partnerships, multinational enterprises (MNEs), nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), development agencies, or other private actors collaborate with the state to meet the demand for public goods.

In the BOT (build, operate, transfer) or BOOT (build, own, operate, transfer) models of public-private partnerships, the state provides the land on which the domestic or foreign private partners finance, develop, construct, market, and operate the infrastructure. The private parties then transfer the facilities to the government after a set period of time, typically ranging from twenty to ninety-nine years. However,
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during the concession period, the facilities and land are no longer fully within the state’s domestic autonomy.\textsuperscript{12} 

There are numerous examples of BOT or BOOT projects worldwide. For instance, Hong Kong’s Western Harbor Crossing is owned by a private consortium for a thirty-year concession period.\textsuperscript{13} India has entered into numerous BOT road-construction projects with foreign partners.\textsuperscript{14} Vietnam has contracted with Japanese firm Marubeni and the state-owned South Korean utilities provider, Korea Electric Power, to construct a thermal power plant.\textsuperscript{15}

Public services can also be globally sourced. In a growing worldwide trend, governments are outsourcing the delivery of many services by engaging in transnational public-private partnerships. In Nigeria, private schools have flourished as a response to the inadequacy of government-provided education.\textsuperscript{16} In Kenya and Uganda, hybrid NGOs and private businesses are working together to deliver electricity to areas not covered by the governments.\textsuperscript{17} Such transnational partnerships transform governance by interjecting their own rules and regulations into the host country as a kind of “soft law.”\textsuperscript{18} As a result of these transnational partnerships, local government law is perforated by international influences and values brought in by foreign partners. In the globalized world, state sovereignty and domestic autonomy have become hollowed out by international partnerships and influences.

It is not just products and services that are globally sourced with multiple origins; even cities and territories can reflect this modern reality. We tend to think of cities as entities within sovereign nation-states with laws passed by legislatures at the national, state, and local level. But there are startup or charter cities that challenge, for better or for worse, this national-international boundary, and are instead mongrelized,

\textsuperscript{12} Id.
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hybrid, and heterogeneous. For example, Madagascar explored unconventional ways of attracting foreign investment, leasing a large tract of land on its territory to Daewoo, a South Korean corporation, for ninety-nine years.19 Daewoo, and Madagascar’s neighbor Mauritius (acting as trustee), would administer the export-processing zone on Malagasy territory.20 Although the deal did not go through because the President of Madagascar was ousted in a coup, it nonetheless represented the concept of the public-private sector—a national-international partnership using innovative, but controversial, arrangements to jump-start economic development.21

In recent years, cities have become innovative global actors participating in the international arena in their own right, even as they retain their subordinate status within the nation. For example, the cities of New York, Houston, Miami, and San Francisco committed to the goals of the Paris agreement despite the United State’s national decision to withdraw in 2017.22 London, New York, and Tokyo are well established as “world cities” that serve as international economic actors and command centers of the global economy.23 For such world cities, international influences compete with national laws as the cities adopt objectives of “best practices” or “good governance models.”24 According to Professors Gerald Frug and David Barron, the incremental transformation of cities, especially world cities, into international actors has given rise to the hybrid entity of the “private city,” where the objective of private economic development drives city power.25

Some scholars have argued that public land and sovereign functions should be viewed as commodities in an international market.26 At the height of the Greek debt crisis, two German MPs gave an interview in which they suggested that Greece sell some of its islands and the Acropolis to reduce its debt.27 Although the proposal was
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rejected as an attempt to humiliate the nation, the idea of selling sovereignty is not new. Professor Joseph Blocher points out that the Louisiana Purchase, Alaska Purchase, and Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo shaped the United States through the sale of territory. During the Cold War, developing nations conceded aspects of state sovereignty in exchange for foreign aid dollars or protection from a superpower. Today, market transactions for aspects of sovereignty are commonplace. For example, Taiwan provides foreign aid to countries that grant it official recognition.

Along this continuum described above, in recent years, a relatively well-worn concept, Special Economic Zones (SEZs), have reemerged and have been catapulted into the discourse on economic development and rule of law projects. Building on the concept of SEZs popularized by China’s experiment with Shenzhen, the economist Paul Romer has been credited by some with developing a new theory in development economics known as “Charter Cities.” Charter Cities are essentially hyperkinetic variants of the old SEZs. SEZs generally refer to special geographic areas in a country that have been set aside for special economic regulations, different from those that apply to the rest of the country. These areas are designed to attract foreign investment or create conditions deemed most conducive to economic development and growth. Proponents of charter cities consider such entities to be a kind of “mega SEZ” that functions as a “private micro-state.”
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As a special reform zone, the charter city “extends the concept of a special economic zone by increasing its size to the scale of a city and expanding the scope of its reforms.” To appeal to investors, the charter city would function as:

a tax-free, special reform zone that would attract millions of opportunity-seekers from the developing world. Most would be employed in factories, at least initially. Everyone would receive basic services and enjoy universal rights and freedoms. All infrastructure—including schools and hospitals—would be owned and operated by private investors and developers.

A recent example is Honduras, in which a large area of mostly uninhabited land along the coast would be set aside and designated as a special region called a Región Especial de Desarrollo (RED). These “special development regions” would be governed by a newly created legal framework under which a charter city could be created. Honduran reformers pushed for the formation of REDs, offering low taxes, good governance, a streamlined regulatory environment, and safeguards against political interference. The vision was for a robust city of ten million, built from scratch and thus not constrained by weak institutions, old paths (referred to as path dependency), old frameworks, or old rules. The REDs were to have flexibility and far-reaching authority to experiment with principles of public administration, commercial law, common law courts, and police forces. They never took off because the Honduran Supreme Court held that REDs constituted an unconstitutional abrogation of Honduran sovereignty and territorial integrity.

But the general idea remains appealing and has gone through a few incarnations. In 2013, Honduras announced new plans to build a port in Amapala, a customs zone, and processing plants for exports. These projects would all be financed by private investors lured by the prospect of “employment and economic development zones”
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(ZEDEs), whose reach and scope would be much more ambitious than that of conventional SEZs. The Amapala ZEDE would function as an “independent jurisdiction[] with [its] own laws, courts and police.” The ZEDE charter city would “have its own political, judicial, economic and administrative system based on free market capitalism in running its own eight sectors—logistics, business courts, service sectors, renewable energy, commerce, agriculture, tourism and mining.” This is a radical concept—a city, backed by foreign investors, built on Honduran territory not as Honduran entities, but rather quasi-sovereign entities, like city-states—with administrative autonomy and governed by international or best-practices rules.

Honduras is considering proposals for additional ZEDEs, and as of August 2017, its government has signed more than ten memoranda of understanding with investors. Many projects are development-ready, meaning land has been bought and transferred to the investor group, maps drawn and investment capital raised. Proposals being considered may include smaller projects, such as call centers, and larger projects, some as large as an entire city. As an example of the latter, the Honduran government is launching a tourism-related ZEDE project that will encompass several existing fishing villages, factories, and a customs center. Some other ZEDEs are to be part of a so-called master plan drawn by the global consultancy firm McKinsey. These plans include creating 600,000 jobs by enacting private rules that would lure vehicle assembly, call centers, and other industries from Asia. As of October 2017, eight international businesses—Energy Transfer, Port Royal, Lacthosa, Emco Group, Lamericom,
Dong Ju, Rapton Minning, and Wonder Foods—have formally expressed interest in the ZEDE arrangement.57 The idea is that the charter cities will institute a framework that appeals to investors because it can override or bypass everything business-unfriendly about the local environment—bad laws, bad practices, bad norms, bad institutions, and bad infrastructure—that had shackled development in the past.58 According to the ZEDE’s law, ninety percent of the charter city zone’s workers must be Honduran nationals and must receive eighty-five percent of all wages.59

Honduras has the highest murder rate in the world and sixty-five percent of its people live in poverty.60 This dire situation—economic free fall, natural disasters, violence, and political instability—has meant mass migration of Hondurans fleeing distress and dysfunction at home.61 For example, by 2000, the number of illegal Honduran migrants in the United States had doubled from a decade earlier—to 283,000—and as of 2014, stood at around 500,000.62 It is hoped that a city operating under foreign supervision and presumably better rules would make it easier to attract investment and establish security, and for rich countries, to stem the flow of hundreds of thousands of unwanted migrants into their territory.63 Given the crime rate and corruption level in Honduras, it is possible that private security firms will be relied upon to protect the population in charter cities established there.64 Alternatively, if the host country—in this case, Honduras—were to partner with a developed, foreign-country partner, most of “the services could be provided by fee. For example, if Canada were a partner nation, the city could pay the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to provide police training for the city’s new law enforcement organs.”65
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Under the charter-city model, swaths of land would be ceded to international investors, and developed into autonomous cities, replete with their own police forces, taxes, labor codes, trade rules, and legal systems. Advocates believe that such cities are needed to sidestep the stranglehold of vested interests, inefficiency, bad law, and corruption. The United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, and Singapore could be viewed as startups that coaxed foreign investment in ways that bettered the lives of the people who lived there. In the United Arab Emirates, “Dubai created a number of micro-cities—one of which, for instance, is governed by a system resembling English common law with judges from Britain, Singapore and New Zealand.”

Charter cities are particularly appealing in rapidly urbanizing countries because they can be used as a catalyst for fast-track change. A charter city can be analogized to a civic startup, allowing different societies to experiment with new rules without the imposition of new layers of bureaucratic regulation on pre-existing regulation. Poor countries tend to be “saddled with laws and, crucially, customs that prevent new ideas from taking shape.” Such countries can either “undo their invidious systems (corruption, oppression of minorities, bureaucracy) and create an environment more conducive to business. Or they could just start from scratch.”

Hong Kong often has been invoked as a model. Although in some ways it is an apt example, using Hong Kong as a model has unnecessarily injected a neocolonial whiff into the debate. It is true that the British used gunboat diplomacy to wrest Hong Kong from China and ruled the city as colonial overseers. However, in the process, the British established a model economic enclave governed by a newly instituted charter, informed by, economically speaking, enlightened rules: low taxes, minimal regulations, rule-of-law protection for property, and contract rights, for example. It is also true, however, that in an attempt to institute market reforms in the 1980s, China copied Hong Kong and initiated its own Hong Kong–like enclave in Shenzhen, proving that Hong Kong’s appeal extended beyond its colonial origin and could be replicated elsewhere.

China created copycat Hong Kongs first in the nearby city of Shenzhen, and then in other special economic zones (SEZs) along the western and northern parts of the Pacific coast, unleashing a great export boom that lifted an estimated 100 million
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Chinese above the one-dollar-a-day subsistence.\textsuperscript{74} Shenzhen, once only a small market town in the Pearl River Delta, was created pursuant to Deng Xiaoping’s policy of “reform and opening,” established in late 1979.\textsuperscript{75} It was chosen to be a SEZ because of its proximity to Hong Kong, serving as an experimental laboratory for the institution of market capitalism or “socialism with Chinese characteristics.”\textsuperscript{76} Its spectacular success allowed Deng to continue his open-door policy despite vociferous resistance from conservative segments of the Communist Party.\textsuperscript{77} Deng Xiaoping favored SEZs because of their efficiency.\textsuperscript{78} They allowed him to open up the Chinese economy without “long argument and contention about what types of change to pursue and how to pursue them.”\textsuperscript{79} The success of Shenzhen also allowed Deng to accelerate and expand reform into other parts of the country.\textsuperscript{80} As the economist Paul Romer, who first proposed that charter cities be seriously studied, stated: “In a sense, Britain inadvertently, through its actions in Hong Kong, did more to reduce world poverty than all the aid programs that we’ve undertaken in the last century.”\textsuperscript{81}

Even after British handover in 1999, Hong Kong retained its autonomy under the principle of “one country, two systems.”\textsuperscript{82} The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China delineates the special relationship Hong Kong has with China, allowing it to function as an enclave with property rights and other liberal market policies.\textsuperscript{83} Nonetheless, whether or not Hong Kong is summoned as an example, the notion that developing countries would set up special administrative zones—to be run by foreign technocrats as managers and controlled by shareholders and a board of directors—inevitably evokes charges of neocolonialism. Instead of colonial officials, the new overlords would be multinational or corporate technocrats versed in the language of economic efficiency and rule of law.\textsuperscript{84}
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But in reality, charter or startup cities, or special zones, can be formed anywhere and to accomplish myriad objectives, not just to maximize economic efficiency and attract foreign investment. Indeed, they can be set up not just in developing countries but “in any country that wants to implement reforms, even a developed country like the United States.” The state of California, for example, has allowed the establishment of charter cities since the 1870s, when it amended its constitution during a time of economic crisis to grant municipalities more “freedom to set their own rules about elections, salaries and contracts.” In some cases, this has meant great flexibility and exemption from certain state-imposed rules, such as prevailing union rates, state-mandated salary limits, or limits on city layoffs of its employees, sometimes resulting in success and other times not. It has also been suggested that starting a new charter city today in the United States could result in different kinds of beneficial innovation. For example, a new charter city could implement a new transportation system that would not be feasible in an established city, such as requiring that all vehicles be computer-controlled, autonomous vehicles.

Differences in economic, historical, political, and cultural contexts might result in different types of charter cities with different objectives. For example, on March 4, 1681, William Penn was granted a charter by King Charles II of England to experiment with a then-radical new concept of religious freedom. The grant was made to repay a debt the King owed Penn’s father, an admiral in the British Navy. The tract granted to Penn was 45,000 square miles of land, almost as large as England. Penn named the capital the “City of Brotherly Love” in order “to reflect his desire that his colony serve as a haven for Quakers and other oppressed Christians seeking religious freedom,” such as “French Huguenots, English and Irish Catholics, Lutherans from Catholic German states, Swiss Amish, German Mennonites.” Penn sought the consent of Lenape chiefs, seeking permission “to enjoy the land with your love and consent so that we may always live together as neighbors and friends” and
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signed a treaty under a large tree at the Shackamaxon.94 Penn’s zone could be viewed as a charter city designed to engage in a “Holy Experiment,” one whose founding document “Voltaire called the ‘only treaty between the Indian nations and the Christians that was not ratified by oath, and was never broken’ at least in Penn’s lifetime.”95

A different objective for a charter city could very well be environmentalism and sustainable development. With a growing middle class in China interested in clean air, one could imagine the establishment of a new city in China that would compete for residents by offering the cleanest air. The city’s charter could ban diesel fuel, coal, or the combustion of all liquid and solid fuel. It could also allow only nuclear, wind, solar power, or natural gas as fuel sources. This could be done “without having to have in place a very intrusive and complicated system of regulation and inspection of individual cars like the one we use in the United States.”96

Currently, different charter cities are being formed for vastly different purposes. For example, Agile Solutions, a Brazilian software firm, is planning the construction of a $200 million “startup village” in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, which would serve as a “‘blank slate,’ which the company could use as a laboratory for new approaches to health care, education and tax.”97 Similarly, a different form of public-private partnership ZEDE is being considered which would involve the creation of an “energy district” in Olancho, with the participation of Canadian investors to harvest wood for fuel.98 The scale of the ZEDE is projected to be massive—reaching an area constituting eight percent of Honduras with a population of 380,000 people; health care and education for this area is to be provided by HOI, a Christian NGO based in the United States.99

A charter-city-like concept, dubbed “free havens,” has also been suggested to address the global refugee crisis.100 Under international law, refugees have the right to leave war-torn countries, but few countries are willing to accept them.101 Consequently, many languish in refugee camps under tight restrictions and control of the host countries.102 Long-term refugee camps have become an entrenched reality in many
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parts of the world where millions of people are stuck, even as many countries in the developed world increasingly lack the desire and political will to accept the ever-growing numbers of refugees globally.\footnote{Id.} For example, the more than 100,000 Burmese refugees living in Thailand are prohibited from leaving their camps, subject to travel and work constraints, and dependent on external help via the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for basic needs.\footnote{See Alisa Tang, After 30 Years in Thailand, a Glimmer of Hope for Refugees from Myanmar, REUTERS (May 11, 2016, 2:00 AM), http://news.trust.org/item/20160511000400-s9tp7 [https://perma.cc/38EK-P9Q9].} Similarly, Lebanon’s “more than 470,000 Palestinian refugees, of whom over 50 percent live in twelve refugee camps,”\footnote{Mat Nashed, Palestinian Refugees Struggle with Drugs, AL JAZEERA (Aug. 30, 2014), https://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2014/03/palestinian-refugees-20143411657852453.html [https://perma.cc/7NPH-FFW6].} are faced with all kinds of restrictions—by law, Palestinians cannot become Lebanese citizens, nor can they inherit property or pursue certain professions.\footnote{Id.} They are not subject to the Lebanese governance system and instead are entangled in the labyrinth of various Palestinian factions who exercise de jure and de facto authority.\footnote{Id. (explaining the competing factions in the Palestinian camps in Lebanon).}

Free havens could be formed to provide refugees with not only camps where they are warehoused, but also territorial zones where there is the promise of the rule of law as well as economic investment and opportunities. Some have called Hong Kong a refugee zone, subject to British rule of law, and for years, a haven for those seeking to escape mainland China’s totalitarian rule.\footnote{Pieter Cleppe & Nathan Smith, Free Havens for Refugees, OPEN BORDERS (Apr. 29, 2015), https://openborders.info/blog/tag/charter-cities [https://perma.cc/KL7J-46G9].} Uninhabited land, even in more remote areas of a state, could be set aside as free havens for refugees. There is enough underdeveloped land in the world that, according to Jason Buzi, the proponent of Refuge Nations, it should not be politically infeasible to house twenty million refugees in a world of more than seven billion people.\footnote{Betts, supra note 100.} The aim involves a “rethinking of the political geography of asylum”\footnote{Id.} using a concept that has also been referred to as a Refugee Nation: “buy an under-populated area of land somewhere in the world and turn it into a territory for the world’s refugees to begin a new life.”\footnote{Id.} Proponents argue that a drastic solution is needed to address the global refugee crisis and that the solution lies in abandoning the current framework, because “NGOs and international bodies are financially beholden to the current system, even if it is failing and the situation is clearly getting worse.”\footnote{Adam Taylor, A Silicon Valley Mogul Wants to Solve the Global Refugee Crisis by Creating a New Country, WASH. POST (July 23, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news}
A state could even be financially compensated for setting aside a zone within its territory for this purpose. Although the details are varied, some proponents of the concept believe that the crux lies in self-governance: “Implicit in [the] Refugee Nation idea is the notion that refugees could govern their own affairs” for their own political and economic development, rather than rely on humanitarian assistance.\textsuperscript{113}

Under the right set of incentives, companies could be attracted to such free-haven zones for trade and investment. NGOs, private sector, and supranational organizations, such as agencies of the United Nations and the European Union (EU), could work together to create and support such free havens—“refugee zones but then with rule of law, protection and opportunities for economic investment, where refugees can actually build up a life and aren’t condemned to wasting their precious time.”\textsuperscript{114} Rather than be faced with a deluge of refugees on its own territory, the EU could establish such offshore free havens with special rule of law and investment missions. Refugees who wish to move out of camps and to these free havens may voluntarily choose the latter.\textsuperscript{115} These refugee free havens would operate essentially under the same principles as those proposed for charter cities—existing in the territory of the host country, but allowed a large degree of autonomy with their own legal and economic policies, provided basic rights are met.\textsuperscript{116}

Consent must be a key feature of such zones, and they would operate on the basis that:

\begin{quote}
[i]n a globalised world, given freedom of choice, people ultimately want to choose where they live, and are likely to seek to move to where their friends, family and greatest opportunities lie. . . . To be workable, a Refugee Nation idea would need to be based on freedom of choice and the lure of opportunity.\textsuperscript{117}
\end{quote}

Smaller-scale SEZs such as those established in Jordan to address the displacement of Syrian refugees could also work as an alternative to refugee camps.\textsuperscript{118} The
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King Hussein Bin Talal Development Area (KHBTDA), a SEZ for Syrian refugees, has been established and funded with more than 100 million dollars by the Jordanian government to allow Syrian refugees to receive training and to work.119 The EU and other countries could provide incentives for companies to invest in the refugee SEZ, and perhaps change trade rules to permit trade concessions and allow goods from such zones to enter Europe and other countries at a lower tariff rate.120 Governments in the area have pledged two billion dollars in aid and investment to the refugee SEZ, with Jordan itself also pledging to grant 150,000 work permits to Syrian refugees to work in such SEZs.121 Asda, a subsidiary of Walmart, and IKEA have expressed support, and the World Bank has considered infrastructural financing.122 The former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Gordon Brown, suggested that SEZs should be created in Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey, to be funded by oil revenues and managed by a new Middle East Development Bank.123

Some of Jordan’s existing SEZs are underutilized because Jordan’s large educated working class is not interested in many of the lower-wage, labor-intensive manufacturing jobs available in most SEZs.124 Regional conflicts have affected the level of foreign direct investment Jordan can attract.125 Consequently, although the KHBTDA boasts proximity to a modern railway and highway system and state-of-the-art physical infrastructure, it is underutilized and has been operating at a tenth of its capacity.126 To address the refugee problem, the international community created the Jordan Compact, which pledged $2.1 billion to Jordan and an additional $1.9 billion if it provided Syrian refugees with job opportunities via work permits and the creation of SEZs where refugees can learn new skills and work.127 Tight labor laws at the national level have resulted in the exclusion of refugees from the labor market, offering “investors a better business environment than the surrounding area through better
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quality and more efficient delivery of public services, reduced bureaucracy, and high-quality infrastructure."  

Special zones can also be created for what we would consider to be illiberal purposes. In the 1990s, France created a special transit zone called the zones d’attente specifically to avoid its obligations as a signatory to the 1951 Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee Convention). For example, as a signatory, France is not allowed to expel asylum seekers—if expulsion would put their life or liberty at risk—because of race, religion, or other identifiers. Claiming that those showing up at Charles de Gaulle Airport and other ports of entry were not refugees but economic migrants, France prevented them from setting foot on French territory by creating special zones that the government declared were not part of France—even if they were, in fact, on French territory. The government wanted to deny even temporary admittance to those seeking asylum, as well as the possibility of making a claim that they were refugees. Thus, “within the transit zone, [France could] enforce immigration controls without the constraints that [it] would normally have within a liberal democratic system.” The so-called transit zone was also extended beyond the area in the airport or a port of entry. Thus, the French government took “liberties in creating what might be call[ed] . . . smooth spaces, and then in some situation[s] including nearby hotels, nearby detention centers, even a court many miles away from the actual airport and still . . . maintaining this idea . . . [that] this is part of an airport transit zone.”

The French civil code expanded the “zone d’attente” to any place the unwanted alien must go for administrative procedures, such as to attend an off-site asylum hearing, or “in case of medical necessity.” Thus:

the French designated certain vehicles as floating international zones and used them to transport the patients to a local hospital,
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relevant parts of which they also designated as *temporary international zones*. This entire archipelago of fixed, floating, and temporary zones, specially created to let foreign nationals stay within the geographic borders of France but outside of its immigration or asylum territory, lawmakers called *zones d’attente pour personnes en instance* ("ZAPI" or "zones d’attente").

Other countries have followed the French example—Australia has "migration zones or excised territory," Hungary has transit zones, and the United States has exempted its territorial waters, long considered under international law to be a part of the territory of a country, from the reach of applicable asylum laws.

To return to the example of Honduras—because it has taken the most significant steps to implement charter cities—charter cities as currently conceived are generally subject to a governance structure that allows the ZEDE projects to bypass Honduran laws. The ZEDE law passed by Honduras assures investors that control is vested in their hands and in a Honduran national who is designated a "technical secretary" to administer a ZEDE zone. An "independent commission for best practices" (CAMP, or "Comite para la Adopcion de Mejores Practicas") will be formed, and will promulgate standards dealing with topics such as labor and environmental concerns. CAMP is charged with "approving regulations and recommending judges in a ZEDE, and setting aside areas for a zone’s future expansion, in accordance with an undefined set of ‘international best practices.’" CAMP norms are analogous to international norms, thus bypassing national regulations and laws. The CAMP Committee has oversight of ZEDEs in a way analogous to a board of trustees having oversight of a university. CAMP thus not only supervises ZEDE operations but even has the power, under Article 11 of the ZEDE Statute, to remove each ZEDE’s head, the Technical Secretary.
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Special ZEDE courts, not the pre-existing national courts, adjudicate civil and criminal cases in the zone, and ZEDE judges can be foreign judges empowered to hear such cases.\textsuperscript{153} There is also “[a] ‘tribunal of individual rights’” operating in accordance with international conventions whose “decisions can be appealed to international courts” which will be formed to protect residents.\textsuperscript{154} Whatever the details, the general framework for charter cities is that private law, much like a corporate charter, will be a substitute for national law: “The investing company must write the laws that govern the territory, establish the local government, hire a private police force, and even has the right to set the educational system and collect taxes.”\textsuperscript{155}

The charter city concept has many critics.\textsuperscript{156} Despite promises that they will turn poor countries into Hong Kong and Dubai,\textsuperscript{157} some believe they will become a sort of modern slavery outpost, a neocolonial, razor-wired port of convenience.\textsuperscript{158} Labor and environmental rights might be violated by corporations.\textsuperscript{159} National sovereignty is wrongly subsumed under international capital in the name of development.\textsuperscript{160} As a local fisherman bemoaned: “They will allow investors to kidnap the state.”\textsuperscript{161}

Critics are concerned that encroachment on national sovereignty, substitution of private law for public law, power concentration in foreign investors, and undemocratic principles or the absence of democratic safeguards will mean that the experiment will be “little more than predatory, privatized utopias, with far-reaching, negative implications for Honduran sovereignty and the well-being of poor communities.”\textsuperscript{162}

That the charter cities are enthusiastically supported by U.S. conservatives and libertarians has made the project all the more controversial, provoking fear among liberals that “the plan [is] yet another instance of neocolonial collaboration between U.S. and Central American elites—one that’s sold as ‘development,’ but only concentrates wealth,” as evidenced by the infamous intervention of the United Fruit Company into Honduras in the early 1900s.\textsuperscript{163} Some residents in the proposed ZEDE areas worry that the substitution of private for public law will leave them with little control over developments in the area.\textsuperscript{164} Latin America, for instance, has historically “been a place for imported economic experiments, but experiments aren’t exciting for the people who live [t]here; it’s different when it’s your house that’s being
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experimented with. Professor Paul Romer, one of the most enthusiastic supporters of charter cities, has stated that he is nonetheless “concerned that the far-reaching delegation of what really are powers of government to private entities and foreign, private individuals is taking place without sufficient debate’ between the government and [its] critics.

The lack of a formal property titling system in many parts of the country has also led many long-time residents to worry that they will be evicted from the land because they have no formal proof of title. Fishermen who have been in zones potentially subject to the ZEDE fear they would be deemed illegal squatters and thus subject to dispossession.

Some Hondurans have looked at the economies of Costa Rica and Panama and noted that neither country has needed to resort to ZEDEs, because instead of resorting to “model cities,” they have focused on constructing “a model Supreme Court, a model Congress, and a model government.” In other words, according to these critics, what Honduras or any country needs is development and a robust rule of law. Why some countries are able to embark on such a path and some are not is a perennial question that has been analyzed and dissected. But of course, the issue here is whether charter cities can be a spark that jump-starts model laws.

The purpose of this Article is to examine and evaluate charter cities and their varying permutations. More attention has been given to charter cities formed to attract foreign investment and establish or accelerate market reform. This may be due to the success of China’s economic laboratory begun in Shenzhen. But this Article shows that the concept is much broader and can be applied to different contexts. Part I of
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the Article introduces the concept of charter cities. It also discusses and evaluates charges against charter cities as neocolonial experiments that are contrary to liberal democratic norms. Part II examines the potential impact posed by this radical privatization trend and asks what impact it poses to the people who live in such cities. What rights do nationals have in zones that have been set aside and are not subject to the host country’s laws? Part II also explores principles of coercion, consent, and democratic accountability. How should such zones be formed in order to maximize consent and minimize, if not eradicate, coercion? Is voluntary mobility rather than democratic accountability a sufficient proxy for consent? Part II lays out conditions that charter cities should meet so that they can be considered legitimate under international law.

I. WHAT ARE CHARTER CITIES, AND WHY FORM THEM?

A. Investment Charter Cities

The rapid pace of urbanization worldwide will mean that mass migration into cities will create major challenges for those existing cities. The migration crisis, in Europe and in the United States, caused an influx of migrants from the Middle East and Central America respectively, resulting in renewed interest in the living conditions that fueled migration. That so many would risk everything to leave their homes for an uncertain future elsewhere also demonstrates the need for better living conditions in their home countries. An alternative is the establishment of new charter cities that those seeking a better life could migrate to. Most proponents of charter cities cite the ability to move freely into and out of charter cities as a foundational principle of the charter. Because the city is chartered on uninhabited land, new charter rules are not forced on existing residents because only people who agree to live under charter rules would move into the charter city. This “process of self-selection ensures that the social norms of the residents map more smoothly to the formal rules in the city’s charter and that the rules have the legitimacy that comes from universal consent.”

Start-up cities have advantages that existing cities do not have; one of them is the advantage of starting from scratch. Typically, charter cities can be founded by the enactment and adoption of a charter that commits the city to “key principles of reform.”
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institutions) millions of people will come together to build a new city.”¹⁸⁴ But why not simply eliminate bad rules and pass good rules in pre-existing cities? The evidence suggests that, for reasons such as inertia, path dependency, and interest-group capture:

many societies are stuck with bad rules. Moving from bad rules to better ones may be much harder than most economists have allowed. The construct of a charter city is a suggestion about how we can change the dynamics of rules. It is a way to speed up the rate of improvement in the rules.¹⁸⁵

An analogy can be drawn from the corporate-law context.¹⁸⁶ Improvements in corporate-law rules are more likely to take place with the entry of new organizations.¹⁸⁷ An organization with good internal rules that worked in one setting but not in a new, changing context is more likely to adapt and adopt new rules if it is faced with new entries.¹⁸⁸ For example, new organizations such as Intel and Apple spurred the adoption of new rules and transformed the dynamics in an industry once dominated by IBM, and rules that worked well for interfacing with big corporations and data centers, but not necessarily optimal for speeding up change in the industry.¹⁸⁹ As such, “[i]t is good to have competition between firms in an industry—competition both in the sense of a variety of existing firms that someone can choose from, and . . . in the sense that a new firm can enter and do things differently.”¹⁹⁰ Charter cities can be “a way to bring the power of entry and choice to the dynamics of the rules for cities.”¹⁹¹

Different charters can emphasize different arrangements depending on the needs of the cities at issue and depending on the context.¹⁹² Once a new city is chartered and started up, anyone who agrees to live under the charter’s principles can show consent by moving there or staying there.¹⁹³ In that respect, there can be “reform without coercion.”¹⁹⁴ Though the specifics of reform depend on the local context, charter cities should share two foundational principles: freedom of movement and equality.¹⁹⁵ In
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other words, “people must be free to choose whether [to move to the charter city,] and those who do must [be guaranteed] equality under the law.”

Moreover, in charter cities, different rules enshrined in the charter can be used to experiment with new, even unorthodox forms of governance. Some charter cities “draw on the expertise of different national or municipal governments, engaging reputable partners in an effort to attract residents, businesses, and investors.” Different jurisdictions have already experimented with different types of innovative practices, importing them when deemed necessary. For example, before the Beijing Olympics, the Chinese government imported services from the Federal Aviation Administration of the United States (FAA), asking the FAA to revise its aviation safety rules. In addition, Mauritius has imported the services provided by the Supreme Court of Britain and as part of an aid package struck between the two governments, the Solomon Islands have imported police and judicial services from Australia.

A number of countries have begun experimenting with this concept. As mentioned previously, for example, Madagascar explored unconventional ways of attracting foreign investment, for example, leasing a large tract of land on its territory to “Daewoo, a South Korean corporation, for 99 years.” Under the proposal, Daewoo and Madagascar’s neighbor, Mauritius (acting as trustee), would “administer [the] export-processing zone on Malagasy territory.” The deal did not go through, but it still serves as an interesting case study of a modern-day charter city-trustee-ship concept.
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Established in 2006, Masdar City in the United Arab Emirates has become “an emerging global clean-technology cluster” with the objective of establishing a “sustainable urban development powered by renewable energy.”

Pursuant to the city’s charter, plans were adopted to institute policies aimed at achieving “zero waste, sustainable transport, building energy efficiency standards, biodiversity strategy policies, and renewable energy requirements.” Masdar City will use renewable resources to “obtain 100% of its energy, relying on photovoltaics, solar power, wind, and the conversion of waste to energy.”

Businesses and homes [are linked to] green data centers which use [only] energy-saving servers. The results expected included better air quality indoors and outdoors; “green job creation”; and “reduction[ ] in greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption, and landfill waste.”

This Article focuses on charter cities, and particularly those being formed in Honduras, because the Honduran example demonstrates that the concept has moved from theoretical and scholarly discussions to reality. But it is important to note that there are also alternative forms of hybrid zones being discussed and considered, such as legal, economic, administrative, and political jurisdictions (LEAP zones); free cities; and startup cities.

Mark Klugmann, the founder of Legal, Economic, Administrative, and Political Jurisdictions, explains that unlike SEZs, which he calls “chair[s] with one leg,” LEAP zones do not concentrate only on economics but more comprehensively on legal, administrative, and political development (although one could add that in all fairness, neither do charter cities). The legal development agenda requires a focus on judges and judicial independence as well as on alternative dispute resolution, including international arbitration.

LEAP zones are essentially supported by rule-of-law development, with an emphasis on minimizing corruption and increasing stability and transparency.
Startup cities take a substantially different approach than the other models. The model does not recommend, much less require, the adoption of specific institutions or principles. Rather, as the name implies, the model proposes treating municipal governments similar to startup technology companies; specifically, municipal governments are vested with broad authority and able to experiment with various policies. Thus, much like a technology company, the success or failure of a municipality largely depends on its ability to create a desirable system, and attract citizens and investors.

In essence, charter cities expand the scope and scale of reforms in SEZs to catalyze social and economic development in countries with poor rules. A fully developed charter city has yet to be established, if at all, thus, the following provides a basic overview of the model. The next section includes a discussion of the elements common to charter cities. Section I.C. discusses the development-orientation of charter cities and explains why they can be an effective method of stimulating development.

B. Characteristics of the Charter City

A rigid definition of charter city is elusive because of the model’s intentional flexibility and limited application. However, there are four key principles that proponents of charter cities such as Romer espouse: (1) undeveloped land; (2) a charter of basic rules; (3) freedom of choice; and (4) equal treatment under the law for all citizens.

Charter cities, at least as originally envisioned by Romer, require a previously undeveloped piece of land large enough to support an entire city. Second, the city must have a charter generally specifying the rules necessary to attract investors and
Residents. Ideally, the charter should not be so specific as to limit experimentation and innovation in the city. Third, citizens and leaders must be ensured a broad commitment to choice reflected in the ability to opt in or out depending on whether a citizen finds the policies adopted favorable. Fourth, all citizens must be guaranteed equal application of the law; this principle is necessary to offer legitimacy to the charter city’s government and attract citizens—much the same way religious freedom was integral to attracting citizens in Pennsylvania.

Moreover, there are three distinct roles that actors can play, including: host, source, and partner. The host country provides land, the source country provides citizens, and the partner country helps ensure legitimacy by promising enforcement of laws and equality under the charter. However, a single country can play all three roles—thus creating a charter city internally—provided the existing government is credibly able to commit to enforcing the charter equally. Notably, these concepts are interconnected and must function together. For example, the freedom of choice provided to leaders is demonstrated through the decision to develop a charter city. Further, developing the city on undeveloped land demonstrates that citizens are free to choose to opt in or out rather than being forced to remain in their existing home in a charter city or leave. Finally, both choices help legitimize the authority of the charter city government to would-be residents and investors who can thereby rely on the local government and foreign partner to enforce the charter equally.
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Even though the Honduran reform was based only partially on charter cities, and although its major proponent Paul Romer no longer supports the project, it provides a strong example of what a charter city should—and, perhaps more accurately, should not—resemble. La Región Específica de Desarrollo (RED), the doomed precursor to ZEDE, was originally intended to offer citizens better choices by establishing a city on a previously undeveloped area of land in Honduras. Originally, Honduras was to work cooperatively with an international partner to ensure provision and enforcement of better rules. First, the RED was to work cooperatively with Mauritius to establish an external court of appeal. Second, the RED was supposed to include a nine-person Transparency Commission serving as pro tempore members. Further, the President would appoint a governor; thereafter, the Transparency Commission would select the replacement until the Commission relegated the election authority to the citizens of the RED. Additionally, the Commission would have authority to audit actions of the RED officials, whether financial or otherwise, and appoint their own replacements. The Commission’s authority would be checked by the ability of the Honduran Legislature to alter the zone by a qualifying vote.

Several realities of the Honduran system led Romer to withdraw his support for the project, and these realities should serve as a cautionary tale to all such experiments.
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Romer withdrew from the reform shortly after the assassination of a Honduran human rights attorney, who was responsible for bringing a constitutional challenge to the RED legislation prompting the questionable removal of four Supreme Court justices who posed a threat to the reform. Romer attributes his withdrawal to opaque decision-making by the Honduran government, without the approval of the Transparency Commission required under the RED legislation, which charter cities are intended to remedy. Regardless, the result has been a new reform and widespread criticism regarding his theoretical approach for being detached from the violent realities of Honduran politics.

C. The Inspiration for Charter Cities

Law and development scholarship has shown that one of the reasons rule-of-law projects have not succeeded is because pre-existing poor rules and institutions impede development. Charter cities allow development to take place from a clean slate, with and successful entrepreneur, many came to see Romer as the genius behind the Honduran RED project. He wasn’t, but it must be admitted that citing Romer’s work—including his very convincing TED talk—helped the Lobo administration sell REDs to the Honduran Congress. Romer visited Honduras, advised the government, and evidently viewed the REDs as an opportunity to implement charter cities. It was not to be, however.”); Arthur Phillips, Charter Cities in Honduras?, OPEN DEMOCRACY (Jan. 7, 2014), http://www.opendemocracy.net/opensecurity/arthur-phillips/charter-cities-in-honduras [https://perma.cc/ZF2J-KECJ] (describing a new law that has replaced the RED legislation, which includes implementing zones in currently occupied territories, unlike in the charter cities proposal).
reforms implemented not piecemeal but on an appropriately large scale to achieve the desired result.\textsuperscript{250} Take as an example this hypothetical, but entirely realistic, example of an African student who has a cell phone but studies under a street light because he cannot access electricity in his home.\textsuperscript{251} The student lacks electricity because policies in the country provide several energy subsidies and fix the price such that the electric company loses money for every new customer it takes.\textsuperscript{252} Although the president has tried to have the national policies changed so energy companies would have an incentive to take new customers, the individuals already benefiting from low-cost electricity are able to impede changes by exploiting the difficulty of changing national-level rules and raising sufficient opposition.\textsuperscript{253} Fixing poor rules often requires entirely new sets of institutions, and the scale of change has to be large enough to create a significant change and small enough that it is replicable and sustainable.\textsuperscript{254} Large-scale charter cities can provide the institutions necessary to stimulate change at an effective level.

First, charter cities are an especially effective mechanism for harnessing what has been called the “Urbanization Project” in development aid.\textsuperscript{255} Shlomo Angel,
Professor of City Planning at the New York University Stern Urbanization Project, explained “[w]e should care about urban expansion if we want the new areas to be productive, [and] to be integrated into the metropolitan economy.”

Angel therefore proposed that policies should be directed to supporting efficient urban expansion, rather than trying, pointlessly, to contain them. Thus, the urbanization project is a unique opportunity for the development field to harness rapidly increasing urban populations in charter cities.

Second, development projects must manage political risk—which appears in two different forms—to provide better rules for citizens and leaders. The first political risk involves situations where the government is dysfunctional and cannot attract citizens or investors because it cannot commit to properly enforcing laws. Notably, developing countries could overcome this impediment by creating partnerships with countries whose commitment to ensuring the equal application of laws provided in a charter would offer legitimacy to the host country’s promise. The second form of political risk involves a government with institutions incapable of protecting itself from exploitation by third parties. In those circumstances, better institutions, implemented with the help of foreign partners could again address the conditions of underdevelopment and poverty which have allowed predatory entities to exploit state institutional weakness.

Through charter cities, the promise by a host government equally and effectively to enforce charter provisions encouraging socially and economically beneficial entities to invest in the area could be deemed to be more credible by investors.
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Third, charter cities could harness urbanization at an effective scale. Specifically, a substantial number of the world’s poor would willingly move to an area with better rules if they had the option. Unfortunately, countries with better rules often either cannot or will not accept such individuals, and even if they do, transferring many of the benefits back to an individual’s country is difficult. By establishing cities on undeveloped land, rules in the charter city could differ substantially from those elsewhere in the country, thereby providing the benefits of better rules to citizens who choose to opt in, while substantially reducing the costs associated with immigrating to the territory and transferring benefits home. Instituting reforms at the city level would provide a significant impact by requiring surrounding cities to adopt better policies to compete for citizens at a scale capable of being replicated elsewhere in the country without the difficulty and cost of reforming policies nationally. Finally, the cost of developing such cities would be substantially less than the potential increase in economic output that would follow from offering an entire city’s worth of people more opportunities.

D. Honduras as Hong Kong

As mentioned, supporters of charter cities point to Hong Kong and to other SEZs in China as examples of how better institutions can help produce good rules and
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272 *Id.* (“To grow, new cities will have to attract new residents by offering good rules. In doing so, successful new cities will give existing cities stronger incentives to reform. This competitive dynamic suggests a very different way to think about development policy.”).
273 *Id.* at 5–6 (explaining that the gain derived from providing better choices for billions of people would be “large enough even to dwarf the cost of building the new cities where they could move. To put this gain in context, consider that, by most estimates, further reductions in barriers to trade would increase worldwide income by less than a few percentage points. The estimated gain from letting all people move to places with good rules? An increase in worldwide income of 50 to 150 percent”).
economic development. 274 For example, although China was at one point a world leader responsible for developing several important technological advances, including steel, printing, and gunpowder—its obsolete rules cut it off from the rest of the world, preventing it from capitalizing on the spread of these technologies until the 1970s—when its economy hit a period of rapid growth. 275 Romer, for example, argues that adopting British institutions and markets in Hong Kong during this period stimulated massive growth and poverty reduction in China. 276 Further, the institutions in Hong Kong at the time were substantially different from those elsewhere in China, but were nonetheless legitimized in part by China’s partnership with the British, resulting even in the establishment in Hong Kong, after its reversion to China, of an external court of appeal composed of foreign judges. 277

Moreover, the scale at which China adopted British institutions substantially influenced growth. 278 Specifically, by adopting reforms at the city level, China recognized the value of better institutions implemented at a significant scale while preserving legitimacy by not imposing reforms throughout the entire country. 279 The scale of the experiment also allowed citizens simply to migrate or travel to Hong Kong to obtain benefits of its economic success, and allowed institutions to be easily replicated and transplanted to SEZs and eventually fourteen coastal cities. 280 One could argue that the British inadvertently did more in Hong Kong to stimulate development than any aid program

274 Dade, supra note 33, at i. See also FULLER & ROMER, supra note 38, at 12; Romer, Why the World Needs Charter Cities, supra note 222, at 04:52, 07:38 (“Now, China dramatically demonstrates both the potential and the challenges of working with rules.”).

275 Romer, Why the World Needs Charter Cities, supra note 222, at 04:52 (“And [China] soon adopted rules which slowed down innovation and cut China off from the rest of the world. So as other countries in the world innovated, in the sense both of developing newer technologies, but also developing newer rules, the Chinese were cut off from those advances. Income there stayed stagnant, as it zoomed ahead in the rest of the world.”).

276 Id. at 06:05 (explaining that Hong Kong for most of the twentieth century operated under structures based on working market economies run by the British).

277 FULLER & ROMER, supra note 38, at 12 (“To guarantee the credibility and independence of [the Chinese Court established after regaining control of Hong Kong], China, through a treaty with Britain, agreed that justices for this new court could be recruited from other common law jurisdictions.”).

278 Dade, supra note 33, at i.

279 FULLER & ROMER, supra note 38, at 14–15. See also Romer, Why the World Needs Charter Cities, supra note 222, at 07:04 (“But Deng Xiaoping instinctively understood the importance of offering choices to his people. So instead of forcing everyone in China to shift immediately to the market model, they proceeded by creating some special zones that could do, in a sense, what Britain did: make the opportunity to go work with the market rules available to the people who wanted to opt in there.”).

280 Romer, Why the World Needs Charter Cities, supra note 222, at 07:38 (“So after the four special zones, there were 14 coastal cites [sic] that were open in the same sense, and eventually demonstrated successes in these places that people could opt in to, that they flocked to because of the advantages they offered. Demonstrated successes there led to a consensus for a move toward the market model for the entire economy.”).
throughout the last century, suggesting that similar elements could be implemented in
charter cities, beyond economic reforms, to stimulate growth in developing nations.\footnote{748}

In a nod to Hong Kong, the Honduran government has established what it calls
\textit{model cities} to provide its citizens with “alternative jurisdictions in which they can
find safety and opportunities.”\footnote{749} The concept is designed “to overcome stagnation
in public policy . . . [through] a public-sector analogue to startup businesses”
whereby charter cities compete with existing governments,\footnote{750} becoming a catalyst
for change in the same way that new startups in the business world shake things up.
For example, an established firm like IBM, whose business culture has historically
been geared towards serving institutional customers looking for mainframe computers,
was not nimble enough to adapt and adjust to the rise of noninstitutional, individual
computer customers.\footnote{751} Because changing IBM’s culture and reforming old rules
were difficult, a void appeared which allowed smaller startups like Apple and Dell
to enter the market and compete for household consumers.\footnote{752}

Established businesses even spawn new versions of themselves deliberately, creating “experimental subsidiaries known as ‘skunkworks’”\footnote{753} that function as the internal
equivalent of startups. Target is an example. The retailer Dayton Company created
it as a spin-off company with its own charter, using new rules that were so successful that the Dayton Company itself opted to use Target’s formula.\footnote{754} The aim is as
follows: charter cities could jump-start development in the cities themselves but also
in the country in which they are chartered as well as in surrounding countries. “If
companies can change themselves by setting up subsidiaries with new rules, coun-
tries could do the same with charter cities.”\footnote{755} Law and development projects have
traditionally focused on creating change from within developing countries—that is,
spurring change from within.\footnote{756} Charter cities operate on a different presumption—that
“[c]hange from without comes more easily than change from within. Industrial prog-
ress comes from new entrants and new experiments, not from the slow process of
changing established corporate bureaucracies.”\footnote{757}

Following the Hong Kong and Singapore model, Honduras would set aside land
upon which to establish charter cities and the cities would own the land, leasing out

\footnote{748}{See Fuller & Romer, supra note 38, at 14 (“By creating the conditions that let a new
city emerge in Hong Kong, Britain can claim credit for the single most effective program of
development assistance ever undertaken.”).}
\footnote{749}{See Miller, supra note 65, at 272.}
\footnote{750}{Id. at 275–76.}
\footnote{751}{Id. at 278.}
\footnote{752}{Mallaby, supra note 20.}
\footnote{753}{Id.}
\footnote{754}{Id.}
\footnote{755}{Id.}
\footnote{756}{Id.}
\footnote{757}{Id.}
portions to private parties and investors and collecting revenues from such leases. The investors could build on the land, own the structures they built or rent or sell them as they wish. Initially, legislators used language in the Honduran Constitution to authorize the creation of Special Development Regions. Honduras then chose a 1,000 square kilometer plot of land to establish a charter city but an indigenous group opposed the plan on grounds that the land belonged to them. The Supreme Court of the Republic of Mauritius, a small African island nation that is in the British Commonwealth, consented to serve as an appellate court for the RED’s courts, which would apply the common law. Cases that further appeal holdings issued by the Supreme Court of Mauritius could be heard by the Privy Council in the United Kingdom, an arrangement that would bestow a sense of legitimacy and impartiality to RED courts.

This arrangement did not come into fruition, and because of internal struggles in Honduras, the justices on the Honduran Supreme Court who had held the RED laws unconstitutional were removed and a different law called the ZEDE was enacted to rectify potential Constitutional infirmities. The ZEDE legislation was vehemently opposed by Honduran municipalities, “which feared competition from the new entities,” even though those municipalities could themselves become ZEDES and get all the attendant advantages. The new President of Honduras emphasized that ZEDE charter cities would not be run as a “race to the bottom” zone where investors came merely for cheap labor, but rather would be model cities that also offered a host of other real benefits, including four critical factors referred to as LEAP factors: legal, economic, administrative, and political. Unlike prior SEZs that are primarily
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focused on special economic rules, the ZEDE aims to achieve what law and development practitioners and scholars have advocated for years: “rule of law, efficiency, security, and transparency.” ZEDE touts itself as offering advantages that are unique to the Central American Free Trade Agreement region, such as “[i]nternational legal standards, dispute resolution mechanisms and institutions, using Common Law, mandatory arbitration, and special judges.”

Under the ZEDE, which was enacted following a constitutional amendment known as the ZEDE Amendment, Honduras was authorized to create zones that are exempt from, or supplement, Honduras’s laws and judicial system with special laws and courts, except in the areas of international relations. Note that the ZEDE Amendment, though radical in creating comprehensive special zones, take care to ensure that Honduran territoriality remains intact and unquestioned in order to preempt criticism based on constitutional-infirmity grounds. Therefore, it is important to note that the ZEDEs do not create, as often claimed, Honduran-free space subject to the radical will of foreign investors. Rather, ZEDEs are subject to the Constitution of Honduras except in cases where certain constitutional provisions have been amended to be inapplicable to ZEDE zones. For example, ZEDEs are subject to Articles 11, 12, 13, 15, and 19 of the Constitution, which deal with, among other items, the inalienability of Honduran territorial integrity, sovereignty, and independence.


Id.

Id.


The ZEDE Amendment added this language to Article 303 of the Constitution: “The judicial branch consists of a Supreme Court of Justice, the Court of Appeals, the courts, by tribunals with exclusive competence in special regimes, . . . and additional offices specified by law.” Id. art. 303.

Miller, supra note 65, at 287.

Id. at 288–89.

Id. at 302–03.

ZEDE Statute, supra note 152, art. 8, Decreto No. 120-2013.

CONSTITUCIÓN DE LA REPÚBLICA, Jan. 20, 1982, art. 11 (Hon.) (providing for the parameters involved in determining the extent of Honduras’s territory); id. art. 12 (providing for State sovereignty of airspace, subsoil, territorial seas, continental shelf, and similar areas); id. art. 13 (providing that the territory of the State is inalienable); id. art. 15 (incorporating
are subject to the following sources of authority: the Honduran Constitution; treaties that Honduras has ratified; the ZEDE Statute; Honduran laws that relate to the national anthem, the flag, and other national symbols; Honduran laws respecting the territorial sea and contiguous zone; Honduran criminal laws, unless they have been superseded by the ZEDE laws, particularly those dealing with drug and human trafficking, money laundering, genocide, terrorism, child pornography, and child exploitation; and all internal regulations issued by the ZEDE.311

Nonetheless, ZEDEs are unique in that they are created as “autonomous municipalities administered by corporations,” as stated in Article 1 of the ZEDE Amendment, which amended Article 294 of the Honduras Constitution.312 Autonomy means that ZEDEs also are required to have their own internal security apparatus, including police, criminal investigation bodies, criminal prosecution, and prison system.313 There are built-in protections that are provided in the ZEDE Amendment.314 The aim of ZEDE is “to realize the function of promoting economic and social development,” as stated in Article 329.315 In pursuit of this goal while simultaneously minimizing displacement of current inhabitants, Article 1 of the ZEDE Amendment amends Article 329 of the Honduras Constitution to allow the application of special ZEDE laws to zones in Honduras with low population density, such as rural zones.316 Article 1 of the ZEDE Amendment also requires that residents participate in a plebiscite approved by two-thirds within the proposed zone, unless the zone at issue has a population density lower than the average population density for rural areas.317 Article 1 also grants legal status to ZEDEs, with the capability to incur obligations and sign contracts as well as possess functional and administrative autonomy with the duties and powers of ordinary municipalities.318

To insulate the judicial system from tampering and corruption, Article 1 of the ZEDE Amendment grants the power of judicial appointment to the Judicial Council or Council of the Judicature, not Congress.319 Article 1 also states that ZEDE courts may mandate arbitration, as well as adopt foreign laws and traditions, as long as they
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meet international human rights standards or provide more protection than the
Honduran system.\textsuperscript{320} Article 15 of the ZEDE Statute provides for the appointment of ZEDE judges
from a list of candidates proposed by the Committee for the Adoption of Best Prac-
tices.\textsuperscript{321} Article 14 of the ZEDE Statute recognizes that ZEDEs are special jurisdic-
tions and thus would have “autonomous and independent courts with exclusive
competence in all instances on matters that are not subject to binding arbitration.”\textsuperscript{322} “Articles 14–15 of the [ZEDE Statute] authorize the creation of courts having
special and exclusive jurisdiction, operated under the common law or Anglo-Saxon
tradition” and “staffed by judges appointed by the judicial counsel of the Honduran
judiciary from a list of candidates provided by the CABP,” otherwise known as the
“Committee on the Adoption of Best Practices.”\textsuperscript{323} Article 18 of the ZEDE Statute
grants ZEDE courts jurisdiction over matters in equity or at law.\textsuperscript{324} Decisions by
ZEDE courts “constitute binding precedent,” and if permitted by the Committee for
the Adoption of Best Practices, ZEDE courts may also use precedents from other
jurisdictions or foreign law.\textsuperscript{325} The ZEDE Statute also mandates that ZEDE courts
are to exercise their functions independently.\textsuperscript{326} “It also affirms, however, that parties
under ZEDE law ‘may contractually agree to submit [their dispute] to arbitration or
a jurisdiction different from the ZEDE.’”\textsuperscript{327}

ZEDEs also have a Court for Protection of Individual Rights to protect ZEDE in-
habitants against violations; judges on such courts are appointed by the Committee
for the Adoption of Best Practices.\textsuperscript{328} Article 16 of the ZEDE Statute also provides that ap-
peals from final judgments of such courts can be made to “international tribunals.”\textsuperscript{329}

What is additionally new and different about the Honduran ZEDE Statute is the
fact that it specifically envisions other forms of charter cities, not just the conventional
investment-centered kinds. Article 2 states that the ZEDE zones can take on a variety
of forms, including “International Financial Centers, International Logistics Centers,
Autonomous Cities, International Business Courts, Special Investment Districts, Re-
newable Energy Districts, Special Economic Zones, . . . Special Agribusiness Areas,
Special Tourism Zones, Mining Association Areas, Forest Association Areas,” or
any combination thereof.\textsuperscript{330} This provision leaves open the possibility that ZEDEs
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can be created to experiment with different development objectives, including noneconomic, pro-refugee zones discussed above, in which special ZEDE laws are implemented to attract refugees who would otherwise be languishing in refugee camps.331

In such an unconventional experiment as charter cities where sovereignty seems to be relinquished in favor of corporate governance, it is also important to note that ZEDEs contain numerous protections that are, at least on paper, reassuring for those concerned about basic human rights. Article 9 of the ZEDE Statute mandates equal rights and freedom from discrimination within ZEDEs.332 Article 10 guarantees constitutional and international human rights protection, referring to “universal moral principles.”333 Article 33 states that ZEDEs “are allowed to establish their own systems of education, health, social security, and promotion of science,” and at the same time also “guarantee freedom of conscience, religion, labor protection, and freedom of association.”334 Article 35 emphasizes labor protections, obligating compliance with standards set by the International Labor Organization and other labor treaties ratified by Honduras.335 Article 36 provides that all employers in the ZEDE must ensure that at least eighty-five percent of their workforce are Honduran nationals, who must receive at least eighty-five percent of wages ZEDE companies pay.336 Article 41 imposes criminal sanctions on human trafficking, genocide, terrorism, exploitation of the child, and organized crime.337 And Article 43 guarantees property-rights protection for indigenous peoples and descendants of escaped slaves such as the Garifuna.338 ZEDEs are encouraged to work with such groups on collaborative and respectful terms.339

At the same time, it should be emphasized that the ZEDE Statute does not provide for transition to democracy but instead envisions that ZEDE zones will be governed by a body of appointed overseers and an individual possessing both executory and legislative power.340 The ZEDE zone is governed by a Committee of twenty-one members responsible for the Adoption of Best Practices.341 These members are supposed to be “persons of recognized integrity, leadership, executive capacity, and international reputation in the private or nonprofit sector, in academia, or in the public sector.”342 They are appointed by the President of Honduras and ratified
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by the National Congress.343 The twenty-one member ZEDE committee then appoints a five-member standing committee responsible for day-to-day operations.344

The ZEDE committee has many responsibilities, including establishing policy guidelines particularly for domestic policy and transparency; providing a list of ten recommended judges to the Judicial Council to fill vacancies on ZEDE courts; planning ZEDE expansion; hiring an internationally recognized audit firm to audit zone functions; and most importantly, working with the Technical Secretary—the highest executive and legal representative of the ZEDE—who functions as the equivalent of a governor.345 The ZEDE committee is tasked with the most important task of appointing and removing the Technical Secretary,346 and overseeing—including approving or disapproving—his actions and conduct.347

The Technical Secretary must be a Honduran national by birth, and recognized as someone with “integrity, ability, and merit sufficient for the office entrusted to him.”348 He serves a term of seven years which is renewable as well as revocable.349 He also has executive and legislative functions.350 For example, Article 12(6) states that the Technical Secretary is to enact legislation for the ZEDE and submit it for approval or disapproval by the ZEDE Committee.351 He also executes and applies ZEDE rules pursuant to Article 12(7).352 Under Article 12(4), the Technical Secretary is also tasked with management duties, and under Article 12(8), is able to appoint ad hoc secretaries to assist with the administration of ZEDEs.353 There is no provision in the ZEDE that calls for either the Technical Secretary or the Standing Committee to be subject to democratic elections.354 The authority to make law remains vested in one person, with ratification authority vested in the Standing Committee.355

With respect to finances, Article 23 of the ZEDE Statute states that ZEDEs shall have their own “separate financial scheme,” in which financial revenues will be used exclusively for their own purposes, yet may also be subject to transfer “to authorities in the rest of the country.”356 Article 23 also requires a balanced budget and that ZEDEs “avoid deficits.”357 The official ZEDE mandate is “a policy of low taxes,”
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which means that if levied, they cannot exceed specified rates as stated in Article 29.\footnote{Id. art. 29.} For example, there can be no more than a twelve-percent tax on individual income, a sixteen-percent tax on business income, and a five-percent sales or value-added tax.\footnote{Id. art. 30.} Article 30 prohibits the imposition of currency-exchange controls or any restraints on capital inflow and outflow, specifically providing that currencies that circulate within ZEDEs are to be “freely convertible.”\footnote{Id. art. 30.} Article 31 prohibits restrictions on trade, and favors free trade and competition, with guarantees for the movement of goods and capital.\footnote{Id. art. 31.} Article 32 provides that imports are to enter ZEDE zones without taxes, tariffs, fees, or any other charges.\footnote{Id. art. 32} It also specifies that twelve percent of all tax revenues be deposited in trusts to benefit different branches of the Honduran government\footnote{Id. art. 44.}—for example, to strengthen the judiciary; establish community projects as designated by the National Congress; promote development, infrastructure, and security in accordance with guidelines by the ZEDE Technical Secretary; and strengthen the Honduran military to protect national sovereignty.\footnote{Id. art. 44.} Thus, “[e]ach zone in the ZEDE system has to contribute to the public 12 percent of all tax revenues it collects.”\footnote{BELL, YOUR NEXT GOVERNMENT?, supra note 42, at 53.} The ZEDE’s authority to impose and collect taxes means that they are to be fiscally independent, with the power to set their own budget, run their own services, enter into contracts, and incur their own debt without approval from the national government.\footnote{Id. art. 23.}

If a ZEDE is established in an urban area, the statute provides that it must recognize private titles to real estate holdings, but that it is also authorized to impose and collect property taxes payable on the market value of such real estate.\footnote{Id. art. 24.} However, in rural areas with a low population, the Honduran government acquires the land, and places the ZEDE in charge of its administration.\footnote{Id. art. 25.} The government is empowered to expropriate land and pay the owner an amount “based on market reference values of equal quality real estate outside of the special regime.”\footnote{Id. art. 28.} Arbitration is the dispute-resolution mechanism for those opposed to expropriation.\footnote{Id. art. 28.} In cases where title is in dispute, “the compensation value determined by a commission of experts must be deposited in a trust whose beneficiary is the successful bidder of
the right to compensation in accordance with the relevant judgment.”371 If ZEDEs are established in areas where there is a prior claim to ownership, whether via informal norms or via the official titling system, the question of valuation and compensation of property becomes of primary importance.

To ensure stability of ZEDEs, Article 45 of the ZEDE states that in accordance with Article 329 of the Constitution, the ZEDE Act can be modified, interpreted, amended or repealed only by two-thirds of Congress.372

II. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

As the preceding section demonstrates, the fact that ZEDEs are autonomous regions with their own policies, regulations, and courts has led to concerns that ZEDEs are privatized zones with a neocolonial whiff.373 Critics are concerned that ZEDEs will pursue a “shock doctrine” policy of “development controlled by the domestic and international elite whose investments have impoverished them for centuries. They worry that the ZEDEs will go even further—stripping them of the most basic rights and protections they possess as Honduran citizens.”374 Although today’s charter cities do not approximate the level of domination imposed by the Dutch in East India, the French in Indochina, and the British in Hong Kong, it is also important to recognize that in each of these empires it was not only physical coercion that was used to dominate indigenous groups. Although Honduran ZEDEs currently do not provide for foreign partners acting as guarantors, under Romer’s original vision, host countries are encouraged to partner with foreign partners in order to boost the credibility of the host.375 Indeed, some already have raised concerns regarding disproportionate bargaining power between developing countries and even foreign government guarantors or businesses entering into agreements with them.376 Similarly, one could also conceive of a charter city in which a foreign partner, or perhaps a transparency commission, would be able to dominate the policies of a charter city.

A reasonable response to these concerns is that the ZEDE Statute was established to allow the government of Honduras to charter special cities, and as such,
this is “an act of law rather than force” in which the sovereign, realizing its limitations and inability to jump-start development, granted certain control over its territory to a ZEDE. Hence, “the voluntary nature of the undertaking” combined with the fact that the creation of the charter itself—even if it results in a diminution of Honduran sovereignty—is itself a legitimate exercise of sovereignty. In this way, one can say that a charter city is not the same as:

an international trusteeship, created by, and deriving its authority from the writ of the international community, which authorizes the intervention with a view to protecting vulnerable populations and remedying state failure. As such, we can say that a charter city embodies the concept of sovereignty whereas a trusteeship embodies a derogation of the same.

As Romer put it:

charter cities are based entirely on voluntary actions. Only a country that wants to establish a charter city will do so. Only people who want to live and work under the rules specified in the city’s charter will move there. Free choice is essential for the legitimacy of the rules in a charter city. It is also what makes a charter city very different from colonial occupation.

To ensure that free choice is paramount, Romer’s vision emphasizes that charter cities cannot be established under conditions involving foreign troops. Thus, a country such as Haiti would not be a good candidate for the establishment of charter cities because of the pre-existence of foreign troops already on Haitian soil; in this case, the project would resemble “a humanitarian military occupation. This approach is fraught with risks that the concept of a charter city is designed to avoid.”

Second, because the very appeal of charter cities is founded on the export of a particular version of economic and political principles that are dominant in the West, critics are concerned that the project’s assumptions are taken for granted, without critical reflection. Terms such as “rule of law” or “good governance” are used as if they are apolitical, technocratic, and neutral terms:
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The virtues of good governance are apparently self-evident. But the meaning of the terms remains open and contestable and these institutions attempted to use an amended version of human rights law to further their neoliberal policies in the guise of “good governance,” rather than enabling real empowerment of Third World citizens.384

ZEDEs certainly do embody a particular vision of development that is politically, not merely technocratically, grounded.

Honduran ZEDEs are also not democratic because there are no elections in the ZEDEs.385 The gestalt of ZEDEs is defined by the technocratic dimensions of development, instead of the political dimensions, which are messier and more contested.386 Of course, the very fact that ZEDEs are meant to bypass local and national politics is itself part of the appeal. Democracy is in the realm of politics and as such, ZEDEs bypass democracy as there are no democratic elections promised or held in Honduran ZEDEs.387 Neither Romer’s vision nor the Honduran ZEDEs require a commitment to “multi-party, electoral democracy.”388

Critics are thus concerned about “the anti-democratic control of foreign corporate interests,”389 and have warned of “authoritarian governance.”390 The obvious democratic deficit is a cause of concern, and questions arise over whether this deficit can be compatible with liberal democratic norms. The central issue here is whether legitimacy can only be found in structures that are infused with liberal democratic norms. The age-old question about democratic legitimacy is especially relevant for charter cities run by investors who are not democratically elected. As one commentator put it, “[t]he conventional view, which hardly needs elaboration, is that in view of the equality and autonomy of individuals a regime is legitimate only when those over whom it rules have consented to be subject to its laws and commands.”391

What institutional safeguards regarding consent must exist and be implemented before charter cities can be deemed legitimate? For Romer, consent is foundational.392
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As John Locke observed, “[m]en being, as has been said, by nature all free, equal, and independent, no one can be put out of this estate, and subjected to the political power of another, without his own consent.”\textsuperscript{393} Even David Hume, often regarded as posing pragmatic opposition to Locke’s position on consent, argued:

My intention here is not to exclude the consent of the people from being one just foundation of government. Where it has place, it is surely the best and most sacred of any. I only contend that it has very seldom had place in any degree, and \textit{never almost in its full extent}, and that, therefore, some other foundation of government must also be admitted.\textsuperscript{394}

Romer’s model includes principles intended to ease exit by allowing citizens freely to opt in or out of the charter city—a manifestation of consent theory in practice.\textsuperscript{395} There must be “choice, backed by both voluntary entry and free exit for all residents, employers, and investors.”\textsuperscript{396} Further, the model suggests providing citizens with a demonstrable set of promises regarding governance within the charter city.\textsuperscript{397} As we have seen, ZEDEs include provisions to ensure the independence and neutrality of the judiciary, and there is no provision that would restrict the free movement of people in or out of the zones.\textsuperscript{398} Thus, it would seem that Romer’s proposal includes several mechanisms for creating a more consent-rich system of governance. For example, Bell explains that “[i]n the real world, of course, freedom of exit comes only by degrees.”\textsuperscript{399} Similarly, Albert Hirschman argued that “[a]s a rule . . . loyalty holds exit at bay and activates voice.”\textsuperscript{400} This would likely have posed a particular issue for citizens in the RED who would have had little outlet for exercising voice because authority to elect individuals did not immediately vest in citizens.\textsuperscript{401} Stated simply, Bell demonstrates that consent and government justification are more aptly described in degrees rather than in terms of presence or absence.\textsuperscript{402}
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\textsuperscript{402} Bell, \textit{Graduated Consent}, supra note 399, at 63 (“Recognizing that consent comes by degrees encourages us to seek marginally more of it.”).
Thus, from even a fundamentally pragmatic approach, the substantial value of consent as it relates to governance is well recognized. However, Hume’s assertion demonstrates the difficulty sometimes inherent in identifying consent, and even greater, the relative degree of such consent. In law, one can think of consent not just in terms of approval or disapproval but also in terms of relative degrees of consent or unconsent. Consent can be broken down into express, implied, or hypothetical consent; the former two being differentiated by forms of expression, and the latter being based on a presumption. In contract law, for example, express consent relies on some form of communicative act, and can be broken down into two additional categories—negotiated exchanges and standardized exchanges. Alternatively, implied consent generally binds an individual failing to object to a default rule expressly, and includes three types, each embedded by implication. Hypothetical consent is based on what an individual would have done without regard to his actual preference and includes two types. Essentially, unconsent involves the same relative categories regarding expressions and presumptions that an individual does or does not consent. Even in these terms, the various categories themselves cannot be viewed categorically, but are a matter of degrees.

An in-depth discussion on the nature of consent in political systems is beyond the scope of this Article. Suffice it to say that many scholars have observed that few regimes satisfy consent theory, that consent is indeed a matter of degrees, and even that democracies can be seen as failures given deeply embedded social and political inequalities which cast doubt on political participation. Indeed, even in liberal
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democratic states such as the United States, the low turnout in elections has called into question the meaning of democratic consent.\footnote{Bell, \emph{Graduated Consent}, supra note 399, at 57 n.192.} For example, the Pew Research Center ranked the United States—with a fifty-three percent voting rate in 2012 and thirty-six percent voting rate in 2014—a low thirty-first out of thirty-five countries for voter turnout among countries that make up the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.\footnote{Michael D. Regan, \emph{Why Is Voter Turnout So Low in the U.S.?}, PBS (Nov. 6, 2016, 12:40 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/voter-turnout-united-states [https://perma.cc/H3NL-QWMG].}

This issue of what form of government is legitimate has been a source of debate among democracy scholars. The point here is merely to observe that serious debate exists among scholars on the question of legitimacy and democracy, and that this debate is particularly relevant in the context of charter cities, given their deliberately nondemocratic character. Professor Buchanan, for example, observed that political systems that are not liberal democratic can still be legitimate if they prevent slippages into anarchy, and if there are “minimal standards for protecting individual’s rights by processes and policies that are themselves at least minimally just and is not a usurper.”\footnote{Sagar, supra note 377, at 517 (quoting Allen Buchanan, \emph{Political Legitimacy and Democracy}, 112 ETHICS 689, 718–19 (2002)).} For Buchanan, however, \textit{full} legitimacy can only be attained once the system has laid the foundations for a transition to democracy.\footnote{\textit{Id}. at 518.} Others such as John Rawls believe that not all societies have to be democratic if they opt for a different system, and the principle of self-determination should serve to insulate such societies from criticism, as long as the society at issue is “decent”—that is, respects basic rights, consults with its citizens, pursues the common good as that society defines it, and allows political dissent.\footnote{\textit{Id}. at 519.} Other accounts of legitimacy rest on systems of government that, though nondemocratic, can produce “more desirable consequences than any plausible alternative could.”\footnote{\textit{Id}. at 520.} These systems of government, though nondemocratic, would be judged based on what has been commonly referred to as “output legitimacy.”\footnote{\textit{Id}. at 520–21.}

Plausible indicators of “output legitimacy” may reasonably be found in the United Nations Human Development Reports, which track development-related data such as per capita income, infant mortality, literacy, and life expectancy.\footnote{\textit{Human Development Index}, U.N. DEV. PROGRAMME, http://www.hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi [https://perma.cc/FV9Z-C7B8].} Hong Kong
and Singapore, for example, are top examples of nondemocratic systems that nonetheless, are largely devoid of grave abuses, do a very decent job of safeguarding basic rights, and provide economic well-being to their citizens.420 Charter cities therefore are defensible despite their nondemocratic character if they meet the legitimacy indicators described above.421 The provisions of ZEDE regulations guarantee rule of law and observance of basic rights such as those enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.422 There are built-in protective mechanisms designed to ensure adherence to basic international human rights norms, as noted.

Other legitimacy concerns have rested on the presence of foreign investors, or in some cases foreign guarantors (under Romer’s original model).423 This concern is understandable given the history of colonialism in the Third World. But as Rahul Sagar observed, the main issue should be not on the presence of foreign involvement but the consequences of such involvement “as measured by widely endorsed measures of governance.”424 If foreign involvement does not create positive results, but rather, for example:

we see a charter city doling out lucrative policing contracts to the same guarantor but witness little or no reduction in crime rates—then we would have reason to wonder whether the choice to involve foreigners was in fact the product of free choice (or if it was in fact the product of bribery or subtle forms of coercion).425

History is replete with examples of positive foreign involvement, particularly when host countries delegate certain functions to foreign actors. One example is the 2003 delegation agreement between the Solomon Islands and Australia in which Australian soldiers, pursuant to the Australian Regional Assistance Mission, participated in establishing the rule of law in the Islands before leaving ten years later.426 Professor Sagar pointed to other examples, such as the Genoan response to internal factionalization, which bypassed deadlock by outsourcing the administration of the city to a non-Genoese chief magistrate.427 More recently, to access international
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capital markets, the Ottoman Empire was willing to rely on foreign experts to staff the Ottoman Public Debt Administration because foreign presence was an assurance to debtors that loans would be efficiently serviced. Another historical example of foreign involvement in the administration of local institutions can be found during the Qing Dynasty, in which the Chinese Maritime Customs Service, tasked with collecting revenues from overseas trade, was primarily staffed by the British after Qing Dynasty officials were deemed unsatisfactory in carrying out their functions. So laudable was the performance of the Service that even after the success of the nationalist-led Chinese Revolution of 1911, it was retained rather than disbanded.

One way to evaluate foreign involvement is to look at whether there is monopolistic or self-dealing behavior on the part of the foreign party. Professor Sagar suggested a strategy of separation of powers as a safeguard mechanism to ensure division of labor. Thus, one foreign country could be involved in helping the host state with policing, while another country could supervise the judicial system, ensuring that the law-enforcement function is separated to prevent monopoly, even sacrificing efficiency if needed.

Another way to forestall foreign self-dealing or monopoly is through external audits, as provided for in the ZEDEs, by auditors who are “internationally respected individuals free from conflicts of interest vis-à-vis the foreign guarantors and corporations involved.” The main purpose would be to evaluate the performance of the foreign guarantor or experts, although Professor Sagar realized that there are limitations to what the audit board can truly accomplish if there is an “absence of judicial power,” which is not the case for Honduran ZEDEs.

Another safeguard against foreign predatory behavior may be via referendum that is subject to international supervision. Charter city residents would be empowered, under this principle, to decide whether to continue the existing charter relationship. Sagar suggested that referendums be used in conjunction with international audits to ensure the integrity of both processes. For example, he proposed that referendums be triggered when there are three successive negative audit reports—a proposal that would give teeth to auditors whose role might otherwise be purely precatory.
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CONCLUSION

Charter cities are an intriguing mix of national and international elements, providing a novel approach to development through the establishment of a city on a previously undeveloped piece of land or a sparsely populated area. Although charter cities are subject to the sovereignty of the nation-state that creates them, they are also special zones that opt out of the conventional understanding of sovereignty—opting into, instead, a more limited sovereignty restrained by an international charter governed by certain principles. These principles can vary depending on the type of zone at issue—zones designed as foreign-investment vehicles, refugee havens, environmentally “green” areas, or laboratories for legal, economic, administrative, or political experimentation. Regardless of the type of zone, at the core of each charter are the principles of freedom of choice and equality.438

This Article has focused on the Honduran special economic development zone, created to attract investment into a country that is one of the poorest and most violent in Central America. The Honduran ZEDE Statute stands as an important stepping stone for Honduras to host various forms of charter cities without being limited to the conventional investment-centered form. Notably, ZEDEs are not democratic territories but are instead governed by a body of appointed overseers and an independent judicial counsel.439 Consequently, the fact that ZEDEs are autonomous regions with their own policies and regulations have raised concerns regarding neocolonialism. Furthermore, critics have also commented on the inherently Western constructs being developed within charter cities, and the consequences to human rights that result from such constructs.

Ultimately, the ZEDE charter is an act of law rather than force, based on Honduras’s desire to charter special cities. The voluntary nature of this undertaking provides a defense for charter cities despite their nondemocratic character, provided the cities are established through legitimate channels. Furthermore, external audits, and the preservation of legitimacy through the use of foreign states would address many of the concerns raised by critics. Thus, the use of charter zones remains an effective way to bring about necessary development.
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